NKS Economics Curriculum Map 2021

The purpose of studying Economics at NKS is to develop an interest in and enthusiasm for both Micro and Macro Economic topics. NKS students will develop an appreciation of how economics contributes to the wider
economic and social environment. At NKS our Economics department provides a safe environment with teaching and learning at the heart. It focuses on ACE in line with school policy. It challenges students to apply
economic theory to support analysis of current economic problems and issues. We encourage students to appreciate the interrelationships between microeconomics and macroeconomics. Both knowledge and skills
are developed in order to ensure students can understand and analyse data, think critically about issues and make informed decisions. The purpose of studying economics at NKS is to understand the large scale issues
that exist in society but also appreciate personal economic issues such as jobs, wages, unemployment, the cost of living, taxes, and voting. Studying economics will help students manage their personal lives, in
understanding society and in improving the world around them. The ways that economics can help each student will be as different as our personal lives. Learning about the stock market may help people manage their
own finances; knowledge about price theory and anti-monopoly policy may improve the skills of a lawyer; better awareness of the determinants of cost and revenue will produce better business decisions. All economic
agents are utility maximisers therefore the purpose of economics is to ensure students understand how that can be achieved in their personal and professional lives. Studying Economics at NKS develop students’
analytical and quantitative skills, together with qualities and attitudes which will equip them for the challenges, opportunities and responsibilities of adult and working life.
For further information please contact:
Mrs J Pyatt
Subject Leader for Economics
jpyatt@nks.kent.sch.uk

Year 12
Prior to commencing A Level students will have studied core subjects such as English, Maths and Science. There will be no expectation for students to have studied Economics at GCSE level. The course is set up to
introduce micro topics for the first 6 months with the following 6 months introducing macro topics.
An understanding of students’ starting points is achieved by issuing a base line assessment in the first week. Students will have been exposed to recommended reading and will be asked to read an article and extract
key economic themes. Reading, data analysis and Quality of written communication will be assessed. This is important for curriculum mapping to be effective.
Our Y12 curriculum builds on and extends this by delivering micro concepts for student to be aware of economic issues on an individual economic agent level (Consumer, business, market, government). Students will
progress through micro at AS level then explore and relate this to macro topics later in the year. This will offer the opportunity of reviewing and develop knowledge and skills in both micro and macro in Year 13.
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Assessment: MCQ tests will occur at the end of each topic in preparation for Paper 3.
Exam style questions taken from past papers. Case studies will be used as part of the assessment method to ensure effective reading skills are assessed each topic
PPEs in April 2022 will be on Micro topics
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Year 13
Our Y13 curriculum builds on and extends the work done in Y12 by developing both micro and macro concepts. Terms 1 and 2 are rooted in recalling key micro topics and developing skills of application to unfamiliar
contexts such as labour markets and oligopolies markets. Macro topics are reviewed in terms 3 and 4 with a development into international markets and economic development in addition to economic growth. During
this year students will develop an appreciation of how microeconomics and macroeconomics are not entirely distinct areas of study. For example, microeconomic principles often provide fundamental insights into
understanding aspects of the macroeconomy. Similarly, economic issues and problems often contain both a microeconomic and macroeconomic dimension. This is in preparation for Paper 3. It is also expected that
students will acquire a good knowledge of trends and developments in the economy which have taken place over the past fifteen years and also have an awareness of earlier events where this helps to give recent
developments a longer term perspective.
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MCQ tests will occur at the end of each topic in preparation for Paper 3.
Exam style questions taken from past papers. Case studies will be used as part of the assessment method to ensure effective reading skills are assessed each topic
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Financial qualification: Diploma in Financial Studies

